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the LOVE issue
Your summer vacation in Europe just got THREE times more exciting.
For a limited time, book a veranda stateroom or higher on a Europe summer sailing and get all three offers.

1. **FREE** Beverage Packages for two
   a value of up to $1,350* per stateroom

2. **FREE** Gratuities for two
   a value of up to $350* per stateroom

3. **$300** to spend on board
   per stateroom

Visit celebritycruises.com, call 1-800-CELEBRITY or contact your travel agent.

*Visit celebritycruises.com for full terms and conditions. Cruise must be booked 1/21/15–2/16/15 (“Offer Period”) applicable to a Europe cruise that departs in 2015. Offer applies to 6-night and longer cruises departing 3/2015–4/2017 booked at the non-discounted standard rate. For 1330c: All Inclusive offer for standard verandas up to category 1A, cruise must be booked Jan. 21–Feb. 16, 2015 (Offer Period), applicable to a Europe cruise that departs in 2015. Bookings that meet all of these requirements are "Qualifying Bookings." 1330c: All Inclusive Offer: In addition to the standard cruise, the Offer provides each of the first two guests in a veranda or higher Qualifying Booking with all three of the options described below. Standard 1330c: Offer provides ocean view and veranda stateroom bookings on European sailings with guest’s choice of any two of the following options and one of these options for all other sailings: Classic Beverage Package, Free Gratuities, or a stateroom onboard credit ("OBC"). OBC amounts vary as follows: Concierge class and higher - $200 for 3-5 night sailings and $300 for 6-night and longer sailings, and ocean view and higher sailings - $100 for 3-5 nights, $200 for 6-8 nights, and $300 for 10-nights and longer. One OBC per stateroom. Third and higher guests booked in a triple or higher Qualifying Booking stateroom each receive one 40-minute internet package and one Classic Non-Alcoholic Beverage Package. Free Gratuities provides prepaid stateroom, waiter, assistant waiter and head waiter gratuities in the amount suggested by Celebrity’s guidelines. OBC is not redeemable for cash and expires on final night of the cruise. Specialty dining packages are additional, include one or more dinners in each specialty restaurant, and vary by sailing. Restaurant reservations are subject to availability. All Offers are applicable to new individual bookings, non-transferable, applicable only to the Qualifying Booking, not combinable with any other offer. Offers and prices are subject to availability and change without notice, and capacity controlled. ©2015 Celebrity Cruises Inc. Ships registered in Malta and Ecuador.
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Uptown Psychotherapy
Counseling for our community
Individuals, Couples & Groups

Deborah Beckman MS, LPC, NCC
Tim Myrick Med, LPC, NCC
Call now 214.824.2009
uptownpsychotherapy.com

WHERE THE LOCALS EAT!

Ojeda's
TEX-MEX FOOD

4617 MAPLE AVENUE
DALLAS, TEXAS
214.528.8383
www.ojedasrestaurant.com
Like us on facebook facebook.com/ojedasdallas
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ULTRA REAL ESTATE SERVICES

BANKRUPTCY SPECIALIST

CONVENIENT OAK LAWN LOCATION
EZ PAYMENT PLAN
FREE CONSULTATION
FREE PARKING
Saturday Daytime and Evening Appts.

214 855-7888
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Attorney

We are a debt relief agency. We help people file for Bankruptcy Relief under the Bankruptcy Code. Board Certified, Consumer Bankruptcy Law, Texas Board of Legal Specialization.
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FASHION OPTICAL
THE ART OF EYEWEAR

“Shop where local and national celebrities shop for the latest in designer frames from all over the world!!”

3430 Oak Lawn Ave @ Lemmon Ave
214-526-6006
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • Optometrist on site
Progressive lenses in as little as 24 hours.
Most prescriptions made in-house.

Exclusive dealer of m.GIANNI Collection
We accept: EyeMed, VSP, Spectra, United Health Care, Superior Vision.
*Offer valid on frames only with purchase of lenses.
*Cannot be combined with insurance, sunglasses and certain lines excluded. See Associate for details.

www.fashionopticaldallas.com

HUGE SALE IN PROGRESS!!!

30% OFF Your First Frame*

40% OFF Your Second Frame*

50% OFF Your Third Frame*

“One of the BEST Eye Exam Prices in Oak Lawn”
BOOK YOUR EYE EXAM TODAY!!!

Dr. Randy Atwood, Therapeutic Optometrist

Dr. Peter Chao, Therapeutic Optometrist

“Come see why so many people in our community choose Oak Lawn Eye Associates”

Exams for glasses and contacts, only takes 30 minutes or less. We sell all major brands of contact lenses. Fashion Optical is right next door. Shop where local and national celebrities shop for the latest in affordable eyewear by top designers from all over the world.

Call Today 214.219.3393

Mon, Wed, Fri 9-5pm
Sat 10-3pm

3725 Lemmon @ Oak Lawn
Conveniently located inside
Fashion Optical
The Art of Eye Wear

We accept: • EyeMed • VSP • Optum Health • Superior Vision • United Health Care

Visit us online www.oaklawneyeassociates.com
Obituaries

David Michael Harr, 49, died on Feb. 9 at Clements Hospital in Dallas.
He graduated from Gorman High School and attended Tarleton State University and owned David Harr & Associates, a successful design business.
Harr is survived by his parents, Donald William and Freida Katherine (Smith) Jenkins; brothers and sisters, Don Allen Jenkins and his wife Sheila Jenkins, Scott Harr, Tommy Eric Jenkins and his wife Tammy R. Jenkins, Kristi Michelle Erica Trimble, Jeannie Harr Arbogast, Ashley Erin Arrilda Renee Hamilton, 13 nieces and nephews, and seven great-nieces and nephews, as well as many friends.
A memorial service was set for 4 p.m. Friday, Feb. 13 at Lighthouse Baptist Church, 8000 E. Miller Road, Rowlett.

Funeral services for Nye Cooper, 41, were set to take place at Celebration Worship Center, 3231 Highway 27 South in Sulphur, La., on Friday, Feb. 13 at 10 a.m.
Memorials in his honor can be made to the church or to the American Cancer Society.

Sue Loncar, founder of the Contemporary Theatre of Dallas, will hold a local memorial service later this month. Details have yet to be determined.

Cooper, a talented actor who stepped away from the spotlight several years ago after his health deteriorated, died Monday night, Feb. 9, from complications following a long illness.
A Louisiana native, Cooper — the fourth recipient of Dallas Voice’s Actor of the Year honors — had been in hospice care in North Texas since the previous week, surrounded by his family.
Cooper grew up in DeQuincy, La., and graduated from McNeese State University in Lake Charles. After graduation, he performed in the long-running outdoor musical Texas in Palo Duro County. In the mid-1990s, he moved to Dallas, and quickly became known for his dry humor and acting talents.
He stopped performing as well, though his friends in the theater will long recall his legacy.

“Nye did shows with Jeff [Rane] and me when we were both actors — before we formed Uptown Players,” says Craig Lynch, who co-produced Sordid Lives with Cooper during the company’s inaugural season. One of his co-stars was Wilson.

“The first time I saw him was when we were both auditioning for Sordid Lives — he was so gorgeous and so talented,” she said. She was so impressed, she cast Cooper to portray John Wilkes Booth in her play Perchance. Later, Wilson rewrote her play The Ladies Room, renaming it Dim All the Lights, with Cooper in mind. It was one of his singular achievements.
Cooper will long be remembered for performing the role of Crumpet in David Sedaris’ The Santaland Diaries at several theaters across North Texas, including WaterTower and Contemporary Theatre of Dallas. He was nominated for a Leon Rabin Award for his performance.

“His range, both dramatic and comic, was beyond anything I had seen in Dallas,” Wilson said. “His humanity and professionalism and devastating sense of humor gave me joy.”

Morgan was a graduate of Southern State College in Magnolia, Ark., with bachelors degrees in both business administration and certified public accounting. He was employed by Dallas Production Inc. as a joint interest accounting manager for over 20 years.
Morgan is survived by his husband of more than 20 years, Bill Potocki, and his dog and buddy, Bailey.
All who knew him loved him for his kind nature, thoughtfulness and his love of cooking. A memorial service is pending.
Special Savings on the Best Modern Furniture
February 14th-16th

Dallas Showroom 4800 Alpha Road, 972.934.9191
Dallas Outlet 4720 Alpha Road, 972.720.0052

*S Not valid on prior sales, special value, or clearance items. Visit store for details.
Keeping love alive

Long-term couples offer advice for new couples on keeping a relationship healthy and happy

Compiled by the Dallas Voice News Staff

As of June 26, 2013 — the day that the U.S. Supreme Court issued its ruling striking down parts of the Defense of Marriage Act — the Pew Research Center estimated that there were at least 71, 165 legally-married same-sex couples in the United States — “certainly more.”

That’s when there were nine states that legally recognized same-sex marriage. As of Monday, Feb. 9, there are 37 states and the District of Columbia that are marriage equality jurisdictions. Four times the marriage equality states equals four times the same-sex marriages, maybe? If so, then that puts us at 284,660 .... um, well, let’s say 284,660, more or less.

And with the possibility of a 5th Circuit Court of Appeals decision striking down marriage bans in Texas, Louisiana and Mississippi possible any day now, and a possible U.S. Supreme Court ruling supporting marriage equality nationwide on the summer horizon, the number of legally married same-sex couples in this country is bound to skyrocket.

But the fact is, after those last legal roadblocks are out of the way, getting married will be the easy part. It’s staying married that could get tricky.

So, with Valentine’s Day coming up this weekend and everyone’s thoughts turning to love and romance, we thought we would talk with a few long-term couples, and get them to offer up some advice for the new couples among us on how to keep your marriage happy and healthy for years to come.

Feleshia Porter and Amanda Blackshear have been a couple since 1990. They were married in September 2013 in Red River, N.M., with Marge Perry, now deceased, performing the ceremony. Here’s their advice:

Don’t make demands, ask for what you need or want. Be kind to each other. Laugh a lot. Appreciate and respect each other. Work together to create a life you both love. Master the art of knowing when to speak up and when to keep your mouth shut. Make and respect boundaries. Play well and fight well together. Teach each other how you want to be treated. Pay attention and enjoy life because it goes by really quick in the flow of a good relationship.

Bob Williams is the founder of Ranch Hand Rescue. He and his partner, Marty Ploskso, have been together for 27 years. Bob said that the secret to their longevity is honesty and communication.

“We made a pact to never go to bed mad at each other. You have to resolve what your issues are. To have a successful relationship, it’s give and take. No matter how hard things get, it’s the love that gets you through.” Bob said. “You need to be monogamous or chances are the relationship won’t last.”

Sarah Gaylord and Teresa Ferrell have spent the last 24 years as a couple, and their advice on making it last is short and sweet:

“Never stay mad over the little things. Remember how to have fun, and most importantly, remember how she likes her steaks cooked!”

Ray Jones, a trans man, is the owner of Sacred Ground Lawn Care and has been with his partner, Susan Blanchard, for five and a half years. It was about a year into the relationship that Finn began his transition, a process that added another dimension already-difficult job of staying together.

“My advice is doing therapy separately and as a couple,” Finn said. “And communication and respect are the most important aspects of a successful relationship, transitioning or not. Even communicating the hard stuff. It has to happen no matter what.

“And to find a good support group that works with individuals and couples, like DFW Trans-Cendence, the group we helped found and lead,” he added. “It is imperative that you seek help and support from other successful couples.”

Robyn Ochs is an educator and activist who makes her living as a speaker on bisexual issues. Her new book is Recognize: The Voices of Bisexual Men. She and her wife, Peg Preble, have been together 17 years. The keys, Robyn said, are kindness, space and trust.

“In 17 years, we’ve never lost our temper with one another,” Robyn said. “We resist that urge to say something hurtful. We step back and resume the conversation after the urge passes, because you can’t take it back.”

She continued, “We give each other lots of space. We’re not one of those joined-at-the-hip couples. We have some separate and some shared friends. Neither of us ever has to refrain from doing something. I go two-stepping and she goes out on her motorcycle. Our relationship is never so volatile. [And] we always trust and respect each other.”

The Rev. Carol West, pastor of Fort Worth’s Celebration Community Church, and her partner, Angela King, have been together for 28 years. Their advice is simple and straightforward.

“We share a basic value system, and we believe in a lively sense of humor,” West said. “Seems to keep us going.”

Long-term relationships don’t always have to be “traditional.” Gauge Xavier is a call center manager in a polyamorous relationship with his two husbands, James and Michael.

“Each poly I have met defines their families in different ways,” Gauge said. “We define ours as an open poly. We don’t blur the lines of love and sex. We also don’t believe that love has boundaries. We are free to explore where the heart leads us.”

“Sometimes it works and sometimes not. But that’s part of the journey of life,” he said.

For same-sex couples not in a legally recognized marriage, there is a barrage of legal paperwork needed to protect themselves and their paperwork that those who have the option of legal marriage don’t face. For a polyamorous relationship, arranging “legal protections and setting up documents to protect one another” are necessary steps.

“Insurance can be tricky as well. I am currently restructuring a limited liability corporation to protect our assets,” Gauge said. “But in real life our struggles are not much different than any other gay struggles. There’s just an added dimension when more people are involved."

Lab tech and full-time student Bobbie Russell identifies as bisexual, and she has been with her partner, Kevin Smith, for 10 years.

“I’m no relationship expert, and this is just my two cents,” Bobbie said, “but we never fight, and he’s put up with my bullshit for 10 years. So maybe I’m doing something right.”

As far as offering relationship advice to others, Bobbie said, “Don’t look for a relationship, look for friendships and a relation-
ship will find you. You must commit to the fact that relationships are hard work at times, so communication and honesty with your partner are key. Tell the truth even when you don’t want to.

“Have fun and enjoy each other’s company,” she continued, “and make sure your partner is open and accepting of your sexual kinks.”

Dallas City Attorney Theresa O’Donnell said sometimes you just have to accept the inevitable: “Christa has a Ph.D. in rhetorical analysis. I’ve never won an argument. I learned 14 years ago to stop. I don’t try anymore.”

And to wrap it all up, here’s a few words of advice from Dallas Voice Publisher Leo Cusimano, and his partner, Tony Cuevas, a professor at SMU. The two have been together 34 years, have two adopted sons and have spoken frequently at seminars and conferences on maintaining a healthy relationship.

“Tony and I met in college 34 years ago and our hearts still skip a beat when we see each other across a crowded room,” Leo said. “We started out as friends trying to figure out what we wanted to be and do, but our friendship turned quickly to love based on respect. We found that we had a lot in common and shared the same values and interests.

“True love is finding someone who sees the best in you, even when you don’t, and who makes you want to be the very best person you can for yourself — and then feeling the same about him or her,” Leo continued. “Maya Angelou inspired us early in our relationship with a quote: ‘Love recognizes no barriers, it jumps hurdles, leaps fences, penetrates walls to arrive at its destination full of hope.’”

Leo said that over the years as he and Tony grew up together, they were able to “maintain a common path because our faith in one another remained strong and our journey has been full of hope. We adopted two boys from foster care after our 25th anniversary and our love has grown exponentially for each other and our extended family. It truly does take a village.

“Simply put, after 34 years together, we believe in the same things, we carry the same qualities and passions. It does, however, always come down to the three C’s: communication, commitment and co-dependency,” Leo said.

“Well, I’m just kidding about the co-dependency part. The third C is really collaboration, not compromise.

“Collaboration is about understanding each other’s needs and finding a mutually beneficial, win-win solution, which takes communication and being committed to one another,” he added. “As our family has grown through the years, our relationship continues to change and grow stronger. Our inspiration these days comes from RuPaul: ‘If you don’t love yourself, how in the hell are you gonna love somebody else?’

To that I say, ‘Amen.’

So there you have it — advice culled from about 200 years of relationship success on how to find and keep the man or woman of your dreams. Here’s wishing you a happy Valentine’s Day, and many years to come of wedded (legally or not) bliss.
On May 9, area voters will cast their votes for nonpartisan elected offices — like city councils, school boards and other special purpose districts. And while the day-to-day obligations of a local elected official may not be the most riveting of work, those officials are still important, especially to the LGBT community.

“In some ways our attention is on national and international issues, but local decisions are some of the most important decisions to impact our livelihood,” said James Riddlesperger, a professor of political science at Texas Christian University who studies Texas politics.

“Issues like streets, water and transportation may not be sexy issues, but when [something] doesn’t work we notice. Local governments are ingrained in our daily lives [even if] we take the issues for granted,” he noted.

Because local governments also transcend partisan politics, voters are less likely to see the type of gridlock seen at the national level. Local elections benefit the LGBT community because voters won’t see the same contentious stand-offs like we’ve seen at the national level between the Republican-controlled Congress and a Democratic president. In comparison, at the local level, “there’s hope for compromise,” Riddlesperger said.

But aside from day-to-day issues, there’s another reason for LGBT people to run to the ballot box in local elections. In a state like Texas, which currently lacks statewide recognition of the LGBT community, local entities and corporations are the best way to ensure LGBT equality and recognition.

Rafael McDonnell, Advocacy and Communications Manager at Resource Center, works with local governments on pro-LGBT policies and ordinances. “From a general perspective, the local level has been where people have been able to make changes,” he said. “That’s why we here at the center have pursued employment nondiscrimination policies at a variety of governmental and non-governmental bodies here in North Texas.”

Aside from the right-wing opposition to some ordinances, such as the Houston and Plano Equal Rights Ordinances, nondiscrimination policies are seen as fairly nonpartisan, McDonnell added. “Support among the general public for nondiscrimination policies cuts across multiple lines [including] race, religion and political affiliation. At the municipal level, and at some of the governmental bodies that we have worked with, you are dealing with people who were elected on a nonpartisan basis.”

Riddlesperger, the political science professor, added that because local governments are large employers, there’s a sense of accountability to the community as well. He cited issues like extending partner benefits to same-sex couples and reforms in the police department instituted by former Fort Worth Police Chief Jeff Halstead and LGBT activists following the 2009 Rainbow Lounge raid.

Though a race with an out LGBT candidate can be contentious at the national or state level, Riddlesperger said identity politics is more of an undercurrent in local elections. But Denis Dison, senior vice president with the Gay and Lesbian Victory Fund, an organization that works to elect LGBT leaders, disagreed. “People who say that often want it to be true,” Dison suggested.

Candidates running against an out LGBT candidate can always use codes to gay-bait their opponent without seeming to do so. When former Fort Worth City Councilman Joel Burns first ran to fill the council seat left open when Wendy Davis resigned to run for state senate, Burns’ sexual orientation and marriage to a man was fodder for his opponent. Despite the subtle anti-gay tactics, Burns ultimately won — and won re-election handily each time he ran.

Openly LGBT candidates and elected officials can bring a personal story into the mix when negotiating policy, which puts a face on the LGBT community which likely had previously seemed distant and foreign to some. “They can talk about, and contextualize, about what an issue means to them,” said the Victory Fund’s Dison.

As of press time, there is no openly LGBT candidate running against an incumbent for Dallas and Fort Worth city councils. Brent Rodgers, an openly gay Dallas businessman, dropped out of his race against incumbent Councilman Adam Medrano, who is running for re-election.

Currently six Dallas city councilors are term-limited and all others, including Mayor Mike Rawlings, are running for re-election. While the majority of the Dallas City Council members are LGBT allies, there are opportunities to elect fresh faces and LGBT allies. For example, anti-LGBT councilwoman Vonciel Jones Hill is also among those term limited.

Given the lack of out elected officials at both the state and local levels in Texas, McDonnell also stressed the importance of allies, since the number of allies in office is greater than the number of out LGBT elected officials.

Dison said despite popular belief, LGBT issues have been stonewalled both nationally and statewide. “While we are experiencing [advances in] marriage equality in the courts, if you look at what is happening at the municipal level, there’s not much traction. The far right, conservative elements are blocking any legislation,” he said.

And that is reason enough to take interest in those local races that will be decided in May.
Legal experts chime in on how they expect the Supreme Court justices to vote on marriage equality

JAMES RUSSELL | Staff Writer
russell@dallasvoice.com

The battle for marriage equality has reached the Supreme Court.

In April, the justices will hear arguments in four cases stemming from the Sixth Circuit Court appellate decision upholding bans on same-sex marriage or marriage recognition in Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio and Tennessee.

But now what? What side of the line are the nine justices going to come down?

Megan Penrose, a professor of law at Texas A&M University School of Law in Fort Worth, said the justices face two questions. The first asks if the 14th Amendment of the Constitution requires states to issue same-sex marriage licenses. The second asks if the 14th Amendment requires states that do not issue marriage licenses to same-sex couples to recognize the marriages of those couples performed in jurisdictions that do recognize same-sex marriages performed elsewhere.

While both questions address the legal obligations of states, the second question, Penrose said, is easier to answer.

“With the patchwork of laws that depend upon where you live, I wouldn’t be surprised if the majority of justices believe states should recognize out-of-state marriages under the full faith and credit clause. But the first question is broader, and the court doesn’t have to arrive at any decision,” Penrose said.

“With the patchwork of laws that depend upon where you live, I wouldn’t be surprised if the majority of justices believe states should recognize out-of-state marriages under the full faith and credit clause. But the first question is broader, and the court doesn’t have to arrive at any decision,” Penrose said.

According to SCOTUS blog, which covers the Supreme Court, of the four cases the Supreme Court has agreed to hear, only Bourke v Beshear, raises both questions. The Michigan case, DeBoer v Snyder, only addresses allowing same-sex marriages. The Ohio case, Obergefell v Hodges, and the Tennessee case, Tanco v Haslam, only address recognition of same-sex marriages performed elsewhere.

While both questions address the legal obligations of states, the second question, Penrose said, is easier to answer.

“With the patchwork of laws that depend upon where you live, I wouldn’t be surprised if the majority of justices believe states should recognize out-of-state marriages under the full faith and credit clause. But the first question is broader, and the court doesn’t have to arrive at any decision,” Penrose said.

“With the patchwork of laws that depend upon where you live, I wouldn’t be surprised if the majority of justices believe states should recognize out-of-state marriages under the full faith and credit clause. But the first question is broader, and the court doesn’t have to arrive at any decision,” Penrose said.

Penrose also indicated which way she’ll vote: “The change in people’s attitudes on that issue has been enormous. In recent years, people have said, ‘This is the way I am.’ And others looked around, and we discovered it’s our next-door neighbor — we’re very fond of them. Or it’s our child’s best friend, or even our child. I think that as more and more people came out and said that ‘This is who I am,’ the rest of us recognized that they are one of us.”

Looking at the tea leaves, Justices Clarence Thomas and Antonin Scalia will likely vote against marriage equality, given their dissenting votes in previous cases related to LGBT issues.

In 2013’s United States v Windsor, in which the court struck down a portion of the Defense of Marriage Act, Thomas and Scalia were joined in their dissent from the majority ruling by Chief Justice John Roberts and Justice Samuel Alito. Alito and Roberts, however, were noticeably absent from Thomas’ dissent on Monday.

Michael Dorf of Cornell University told the Associated Press the absence of Roberts and Alito from the dissent suggested both justices could vote in favor of same-sex marriage this year. Roberts, he said, is the more likely candidate.

But Penrose pointed out that both sides have legitimate legal arguments. And constitutionally, she said, answering the question of whether or not states are compelled to grant marriage licenses to same-sex couples could be a big step.

There is also little historical precedence to justify a sweeping move, she said. Opponents of the two questions before the court argue marriage is not mentioned in the Constitution. In the historic case of Loving v Virginia, which legalized mixed race marriages, marriage was viewed as a right but still limited marriage to one man and one woman.

The Supreme Court is expected to issue its ruling in June.
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Where do they stand?
ERF to recognize same-sex couples

Police and Fire Pension board stalemated, accused council members of having a political agenda

DAVID TAFFET  Senior Staff Writer
taffet@dallasvoice.com

The boards of both the Dallas Police and Fire Pension and Employees’ Retirement Fund of the City of Dallas (ERF) this week came to different conclusions following discussions on how to equalize benefits to employees with same-sex partners: ERF found a solution, while Police and Fire stalemated.

Not only has the Dallas City Council instructed all city agencies to equalize benefits, but the Internal Revenue Service issued guidance to all 401 pension plans ordering them to recognize married same-sex couples. The deadline for such action, set by the IRS, was Jan. 1.

The IRS based its ruling on United States v Windsor, the case in which the U.S. Supreme Court struck down the part of the Defense of Marriage Act banning the federal government from recognizing same-sex marriages performed in jurisdictions where such marriages are legal. Failure to comply with the IRS rule would mean contributions to the pension plans would no longer be tax deferred and the plan itself would be subject to taxation.

Frances Pieters is one former employee affected by the ruling. Pieters worked in the Dallas city attorney’s office until she retired in 2009. She and her wife were married in Canada before she retired.

When Pieters retired, she applied for her pension and checked off the married box. Her application was rejected, because the Dallas pension funds don’t recognize same-sex marriage.

Pieters said if she were married to a man and she were to die first, her husband would receive half her pension payment for the rest of his life. Because she’s married to a woman, she can only designate her as a beneficiary. The pension funds guarantee 10 years of payments, so her wife would receive payments up to that point.

At the city pension fund board, which met on Tuesday, Feb. 10, former Dallas City Councilman Chris Luna, an attorney, read for the board portions of the IRS ruling that apply to federally chartered pension funds. In interpreting the Windsor decision, the IRS has determined that same-sex couples must be treated the same as opposite-sex couples for the purpose of pension fund benefits and distributions based on the law in the jurisdiction where the couples marry, rather than on the law in the jurisdiction where they live.

In its pension plan ruling, the IRS interpreted that to mean that it was unfair for an opposite-sex spouse to receive benefits beyond the employee’s death when an same-sex spouse wouldn’t.

Attorney Gary Lawson, who advises both pension funds, disagreed. He advised the board that neither Windsor nor the IRS guidance applied to the fund. He insisted state law doesn’t allow the fund to recognize same-sex couples, despite the IRS statement that place of celebration should be honored for recognizing a marriage license, not place of residence.

The board agreed that the U.S. Supreme Court will likely rule in favor of marriage equality, but since neither the Supreme Court nor the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeal — which has heard appeals on marriage cases from Texas, Louisiana and Mississippi — has yet ruled on the issue, Lawson insisted that Texas’ ban on legal recognition of same-sex marriage holds sway, even though that ban has been overturned by a federal district judge and the IRS has already issued rulings specifically stating otherwise.

Councilman Lee Kleinman, who sits on both boards, accused other board members of delaying benefits they know they will be providing before the end of the year.

After almost five hours of discussion, the two sides reached a compromise that they approved unanimously.

The resolution they passed asks the Dallas city attorney for a written opinion that same-sex couples should be covered by the pension. Once the board receives that opinion, benefits would immediately be offered to same-sex couples. The pension also will ask the IRS for an expedited clarification about whether they are required to offer those benefits to maintain 401a nonprofit status.

Finally, should the Supreme Court rule against marriage equality, an attempt will be made to recoup any benefits given to same-sex couples.

Once benefits begin, Pieters said she hopes the board will go one step further. The IRS guidance requires pensions to offer benefits retroactively to the 2013 Windsor decision. She retired in 2009, however, and noted the IRS ruling allows pensions to go back further.

John Rogers, a former assistant city attorney who retired last year, said he believes only a handful of people are in Pieters’ position and hopes the pension board will do the right thing and honor all employees who were married on their retirement date.

Police and Fire

The Police and Fire Pension board, on the other hand, did not come to an amicable decision at its
Thursday, Feb. 12 meeting. Elected trustees accused the four city councilmen who sided with expanding coverage to include same-sex couples of having a political agenda.

Councilman Scott Griggs tried to make the issue as simple as possible: “They risk their lives for us every day. It’s unfair to make them wait another day.”

Kleinman made at least five motions to resolve the issue, starting with the compromise passed by ERF. When that motion and an amended version of the motion both failed, Kleinman made a motion to send the issue to members of the pension for a vote.

But board Chair George Tomasovic and Vice Chair Dan Wojcik made it clear they wanted separate elections for that issue and for the trustee election coming up in April. Both trustees are up for re-election at that time, and they both accused supporters of equal benefits of having a political agenda.

Wojcik’s preferred solution was to wait until the Supreme Court rules on the marriage equality cases before it, probably in June.

Following the meeting Tomasovic sent the following written statement to Dallas Voice:

"It has long been the consensus of the Dallas Police and Fire Pension System (DPFP) board of directors that the same-sex spouses of our members should be eligible for survivor benefits. That has never been a question. The only concern the board has on this issue is the legality of providing those benefits since Texas law does not recognize same-sex marriages. Fortunately, the legal landscape on this issue appears to be changing and these changes open up new options for DPFP to consider in providing benefits to same-sex spouses.

“The debate on this issue at today’s board meeting was emotional and heated. But it also led board members to reach a compromise that balances the needs of our members with the necessity to protect the pension system from the very real legal liabilities it could face in providing same-sex benefits.

“The board recognizes that its decision today did not make everyone happy, but its actions today provide a realistic path and timeline we believe will allow us to resolve this issue soon and..."
Long-term couples — including two from Dallas — explain how they’ve kept their relationships together in a new book called ‘Love Together’

DAVID TAFFET  |  Senior Staff Writer
taffet@dallasvoice.com

Tim Clausen wasn’t very good at maintaining a long-term relationship so he decided to figure out why not.

“Maybe I just haven’t met the right guy,” he considered. Or maybe it was something else.

So he decided to talk to people who’ve been in long-term relationships — 102 of them in all. Some had been in relationships 10 years, some more than 60 years.

From those, he picked some of the most diverse and interesting interviews to include in his new book, Love Together.

Clausen said discovered there’s no magic formula for making a relationship last, but he did learn a number of things that can help.

“I learned it’s really important to have open communication,” Clausen said.

He also said he doesn’t believe there’s just one Mr. Right out there for everyone.

Two couples in the book are from Dallas. One of those is Steve Habgood and Mark Sadlek, who have been together more than 26 years. From them, Clausen said, he learned that successful long-term partners will change over time and you must let each other change as people.

Sadlek said the interview process was interesting.

“We thought he was going to interview us both at once,” Sadlek said.

Instead Clausen conducted separate interviews. Sadlek said when he read what Habgood said, there were no surprises.

In the book, Clausen used Habgood’s interview. So what advice did Sadlek have about maintaining a long-term relationship? When he was younger, he said, he would have said it was all about communication. Now, though, he has some different advice: “As you get older, be willing to let your partner change and grow.”

Sadlek said that one of the challenges he and Habgood faced as a couple was swapping which one of them earned more money. Changing careers can impact a relationship in a number of ways in addition to money, he noted.

When Habgood went into real estate several years after they met, his new career was more time-consuming and took up most weekends — time he and Sadlek had always spent together. Sadlek said he had to learn how to deal with that.

During the first years of their relationship, Sadlek traveled extensively for business, but after Sept. 11, his company closed. He said Habgood wanted him off the road, but being at home seven days a week changed the dynamic of their relationship and could have had a negative effect. But Sadlek said he cherished their extra time together.

Clausen said that even though same-sex marriage has been one of the biggest topics in the news, the gay community still needs lots of role models, and two of the greatest role models he found while writing his book were Jack Evans and George Harris, the godfathers of the Dallas LGBT community who have been together for 54 years and who were married a year ago.

Clausen said many couples that had been together for a number of years didn’t think marry-
ing would make a difference in their relationship. But they discovered the experience did, in fact, have an impact on them. He said most told him that getting married turned out to be a truly profound experience with an unexpected impact.

Evans and Harris, though, are the exception. They married a year ago when their pastor asked them to have a ceremony to make a point to the Methodist Church, which is still wrestling with the issue.

Evans, currently recovering from a fall that resulted in a broken femur, spoke from a rehab facility at Baylor Hospital.

Evans said after they spoke, Clausen told him, “Jack, you ramble too much. I’m using George’s interview.”

So after Evans rambled about on about other things for awhile, he eventually explained what makes their relationship work so well: “George will not argue,” Evans said. “He called that a key to their relationship.

“When you begin to argue, you get mad,” Evans said. “Then the relationship’s over.”

Harris agreed: “I do not argue. There’s no winner in an argument. If you win, you lose.”

But Harris also had another reason they’ve been so successful as a couple: “He’s always made the money, and I’ve always spent it.”

Evans and Harris worked together for many years as partners in a real estate business. They know each other well enough to finish each other’s sentences. But marrying was something they did for others.

“It was not something burning inside us,” Harris said of their wedding. Still, he said he hoped their example would encourage young LGBT people to be proud of themselves.

But was their actual wedding meaningful to him? “What the hell difference does it make?” Evans said.

Once marriage equality does come to Texas, however, Harris said they will tie the knot one more time. The couple are long-time members of Northaven United Methodist Church. Last year, their wedding, performed by a retired pastor from the church, took place at Midway Hills Christian Church, because Northaven was forbidden by the denomination from having a ceremony there and the church’s pastor, Eric Folkerth could have been defrocked had he performed it or allowed it at his church.

If marriage equality comes to Texas, Folkerth asked Evans and Harris if they’d get married one more time, this time legally. His wife, Judge Denise Garcia hopes to hold their legal wedding in her courtroom.

“We don’t want any big thing,” Harris said. “Her chambers are small, so we’ll just have a few friends.”

Married or not, each of the couples in the book learned to respect, communicate and adapt as they grew and changed.

Clausen said he learned something from each of the people he spoke to — even from Evans’ rambling. He said he came away from the experience encouraged that there are advantages to same-sex relationships.

“We don’t have a standard template handed to us,” he said. “We navigate and find out what works best for us.”

The board voted on other options, including waiting until the Supreme Court rules. Every other option failed by a tie vote.

After the meeting, Kleinman said that if the 5th Circuit Court of Appeals rules on the pending marriage case it heard in January and the Supreme Court refuses to place a stay on the ruling, as it refused to do this week in Alabama and last month in Florida, Texas will become a marriage equality state and he’ll call a special session of the board.

He said he’ll call for the pension to begin offering benefits immediately.

Kleinman said the city attorney’s favorable opinion on ERF will be read at the Feb. 18 council meeting. The council will vote to equalize benefits. Benefits should begin next week.

But Police and Fire Pension retirees will have to wait.

Metro Task Force Officer Bronda Davis left the meeting frustrated.

“We’re not asking for anything special,” she said. “Just the same benefits anyone else gets.”

Meanwhile Resource Center Communications and Advocacy Manager Rafael McDonnell, who attended the meeting, has started the process of filing a complaint with the IRS Office of Employee Plans based in Cincinnati on behalf of Resource Center.

“The plan is out of compliance,” McDonnell said. “It’s up to the IRS to decide what the next step is.”
FEBRUARY

- **Feb. 14:** Dannee Phann Productions presents Second Saturday: Adore Delano! RuPaul’s Drag Race entertainers perform at 9 p.m. at the Brick & Joe’s, 2525 Wycliff. Ticket prices from $20–$150. Tickets at Bit.ly/1tZOtxv.

- **Feb. 14:** LGBTQ SAVES Valentine’s dance for youth 7–10 p.m. at Agape United Methodist Church of Austin Family Life Center, 1300 Lavaca St., before moving to GrayPride@myresourcecenter.org.

- **Feb. 14:** LGBTQ SAVES Youth dance Valentine’s dance for youth 7–10 p.m. at Agape MCC, 4615 E California Way, Forest Hill. For more information visit LGBTQSaves.weebly.com or e-mail LGBTQSaves@gmail.com.

- **Feb. 14:** Dash for the Beads Oak Cliff Mardi Gras-themed walk, run and festival benefits local area schools to help promote healthy eating and physical activity. 9:30 a.m. at Kidd Springs Park. Register online at Bit.ly/1ZOTxv.


- **Feb. 18:** GEAR Voice Feminization Support Group Gender identity and transitioning every third Wednesday of the month. 6–8 p.m. at Resource Center, 2701 Reagan St.

- **Feb. 19:** Gray Pride “The Good, The Bad and The Ugly: Texas Legislature 2015” Advocacy Manager Rafael McDonnell takes a deep dive into the Texas Capitol for lobbying. Admission is required at EqualityTexas.org.

- **Feb. 19:** Gray Pride Senior Moments A new exhibition celebrating the life and creative genius at the Arlington Museum of Art, 201 W. Main St. Arlington., Tuesday–Saturday 10–5

- **Feb. 19:** 15th Annual Diversity County Strategic Retreat Gather with local social justice activists at H4PJ’s conference. Call 817-257-4255 for more information contact Todd Whitley at 214-351-1901 or todd@H4PJ.org.

- **Feb. 21:** Miss Gay Texas Pageant System’s 2015 Calendar launch benefiting the Dallas Red Foundation. Benefiting Dallas Red Foundation, 9 p.m.–2 a.m. at Texas Theatre, 231 W. Jefferson Blvd. $10 donation. Bit.ly/1ustparty.

- **Feb. 21:** Chi Tau Epsilon Dance Honor Society hosts their annual benefit dance honoring the memory of Al Cowlings, the driver in O.J. Simpson’s car. 7 p.m. at University Theatre, 3000 South University Dr., Fort Worth. Call 817-257-4255 for ticket information.

- **Feb. 21:** Dallas-Fort Worth Gay for Good’s Habitat for Humanity Volunteers build a home with H4PJ’s partnership with DALLAS in the subject line. For more information call 214-528-0144 or e-mail fasttrack@citycareerfair.com.

- **Feb. 21:** Gaybingo: Gilligan’s Island at ES Collection, 3926 Cedar Springs. Complimentary cocktails. More information at orama@arlingtonmuseum.org for more information. $5 for students and seniors. Children 12 and under are free. Call 817-275-4600 or email spa@BishopArts.org.

- **Feb. 21:** DFW Fit4Life 2015 calendar launch benefitting the Dallas Red Foundation. Benefiting Dallas Red Foundation, 8 a.m.–3 p.m. at the Holiday Inn Conference Center, 1300 Lavaca St. Advanced registration is required at EqualityTexas.org.

- **Feb. 21:** Dallas-Fort Worth Gay for Good’s Habitat for Humanity Volunteers build a home with H4PJ’s partnership with DALLAS in the subject line. For more information call 214-528-0144 or e-mail fasttrack@citycareerfair.com.

- **Feb. 14:** QueerBomb Dallas’ QueerBomb L.U.S.T. 2015: Queer Candy 9 p.m.–2 a.m. at Texas Theatre, 231 W. Jefferson Blvd. $10 donation. Bit.ly/1ustparty.

- **Feb. 15:** Mr & Miss Charity America’s Red & Pink Ball 6 p.m. at Club Reflection, 604 S. Jennings, Fort Worth. Benefits Home for the Holidays. Contact Linz Serrell at sablelindsey@aol.com.

- **Feb. 15:** Bruce Wood: A Retrospective A new exhibition celebrating the life and creative genius at the Arlington Museum of Art, 201 W. Main St. Arlington., Tuesday–Saturday 10–5

- **Feb. 14:** QueerBomb Dallas’ QueerBomb L.U.S.T. 2015: Queer Candy 9 p.m.–2 a.m. at Texas Theatre, 231 W. Jefferson Blvd. $10 donation. Bit.ly/1ustparty.
p.m. Sunday 1–5 p.m. Admission is $8 for adults, $5 for students and seniors. Children 12 and under are free. Call 817-275-4600 or email ama@arlingtonmuseum.org for more information.

- Feb. 17: JEWEL Lesbian Fiction Book Club
  Monthly book club discusses From the Hat Down by Andi Marquette, who will be in attendance. 7–9 p.m. at ilume, 4123 Cedar Springs Road. Free. All women welcome. For more information e-mail jewel@myresourcecenter.org.

- Feb. 17: Equality Texas Faith Advocacy Day
  Lobby legislators in Austin about issues facing LGBT people. First of three EQTX’s lobbying days at the Capitol. Co-sponsored by the Texas Freedom Network. 11 a.m.–4 p.m. at First United Methodist Church of Austin Family Life Center, 1300 Lavaca St. Advanced registration required. Register at EqualityTexas.org.

- Feb. 18: DFW HRC Federal Club
  HRC 101 workshop
  Learn more about the Human Rights Campaign’s work and advocacy at an interactive learning session hosted by the local chapter of HRC. 6:30–8 p.m. at Corgan, 401 N. Houston. Free self-parking. Refreshments provided. Register at Bit.ly/DFWHRC101.

- Feb. 18: GEAR Women’s Rap Session
  Peer group discusses topics relating to feminine gender identity and transitioning every third Wednesday of the month. 6–8 p.m. at Resource Center, 2701 Reagan St.

  Resource Center Communications and Advocacy Manager Rafael McDonnell takes a look at the Texas Legislature and legislation that could impact LGBT Texans. 6:30–8:30 p.m. at Resource Center, 2701 Reagan St. For more information call 214-528-0144 or e-mail GrayPride@myresourcecenter.org.

- Feb. 19: Urban Engagement Book Club: Tomlinson Hill by Chris Tomlinson

- Feb. 19: 15th Annual Diversity Employment Day Career Fair
  The largest recruiting event for diversity and inclusion in the United States takes place 11 a.m.–3 p.m. at the Holiday Inn Conference Center North Dallas at Preston, 6055 Lyndon B Johnson Freeway. Open to the public. Business attire and resumes required. 18 years and old only. Pre-schedule interviews by identifying potential employers at CityCareerFair.com and sending resumes to fastrack@citycareerfair.com with DALLAS in the subject line.

- Feb. 20: Hope 4 Peace and justice’s 2015 World Day of Social Justice: “I’m Queer and I Care”
  Gather with local social justice activists at H4PJ’s annual celebration of social justice at 5:30 p.m. at the Legacy of Love monument at the intersection of Cedar Springs and Oak Lawn. For more information contact Todd Whitley at 214-351-1901 or todd@H4PJ.org.

- Feb. 21: Stonewall Democrats of Tarrant County Strategic Retreat

- Feb. 21: Gaybingo: Gilligan’s Island
  Monthly fundraiser for Resource Center takes place 6–9 p.m. at Rose Room at 54, 3911 Cedar Springs Rd. Doors open at 5 p.m. For more information call 214-540-4495 or e-mail Gaybingo@myresourcecenter.org.

- Feb. 21: GEAR Voice Feminization Support Group
  Monthly meeting to study and practice voice feminization training. Free, but seating is limited to 30. 2–4 p.m. at Resource Center, 2701 Reagan St. For more information call 214-528-0144 or e-mail gear@myresourcecenter.org.

- Feb. 21: Chi Tau Epsilon Dance Honor Society Benefit Concert
  Texas Christian University’s Chi Tau Epsilon Dance Honor Society hosts their annual benefit concert for AIDS Outreach Center at 7:30 p.m. at Studio Theatre at Erma Lowe Hall, 3000 South University Dr., Fort Worth. Call 817-257-4255 for ticket information.

- Feb. 21: Dallas-Fort Worth Gay for Good Volunteer Project
  DFW Gay For Good’s Habitat for Humanity volunteer project from 8:00 a.m.–2:30 p.m. at 2606 Wilhurt. Arrive between 7:45-8:00 a.m. Register at Bit.ly/DFWG4G21. Contact Rob Peters at rob.peters@earthlink.net or 781-472-0745 for more information.

- Feb. 21: Miss Gay Texas Pageant System’s Miss Tri City State and State-at-Large Pageant
  The system that promotes both female impersonation and community support holds a themed pageant and fundraiser to benefit AIDS Arms Life Walk. Categories include presentation, performance and more. Male interviews begin at 2 p.m. and show begins at 8 p.m. at Garlow’s, 308 E. Main Street, Gun Barrel City. $75 entry fee. Contact Sable Alexander at mobilelove1420@gmail.com.

- Feb. 21: FitLifeLife Calendar Launch Party: Benefiting Dallas Red Foundation
  FitLifeLife 2015 calendar launch benefitting the Dallas Red Foundation and HIV/AIDS research 7–9 p.m. at ES Collection, 3926 Cedar Springs. Complimentary cocktails. More information at On.fb.me/1zbd742.
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STRIBILD can cause serious side effects:

• Build-up of an acid in your blood (lactic acidosis), which is a serious medical emergency. Symptoms of lactic acidosis include feeling very weak or tired, unusual (not normal) muscle pain, trouble breathing, stomach pain with nausea or vomiting, feeling cold especially in your arms and legs, feeling dizzy or light-headed, and/or a fast or irregular heartbeat.

• Serious liver problems. The liver may become large (hepatomegaly) and fatty (steatosis). Symptoms of liver problems include your skin or the white part of your eyes turns yellow (jaundice), dark "tea-colored" urine, light-colored bowel movements (stools), loss of appetite for several days or longer, nausea, and/or stomach pain.

• You may be more likely to get lactic acidosis or serious liver problems if you are female, very overweight (obese), or have been taking STRIBILD for a long time. In some cases, these serious conditions have led to death. Call your healthcare provider right away if you have any symptoms of these conditions.
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• Take any other medicines to treat HIV-1 infection, or the medicine adefovir (Hepsera®).

What are the other possible side effects of STRIBILD?

Serious side effects of STRIBILD may also include:

• New or worse kidney problems, including kidney failure. Your healthcare provider should do regular blood and urine tests to check your kidneys before and during treatment with STRIBILD. If you develop kidney problems, your healthcare provider may tell you to stop taking STRIBILD.

• Bone problems, including bone pain or bones getting soft or thin, which may lead to fractures. Your healthcare provider may do tests to check your bones.

• Changes in body fat can happen in people taking HIV-1 medicines.

• Changes in your immune system. Your immune system may get stronger and begin to fight infections. Tell your healthcare provider if you have any new symptoms after you start taking STRIBILD.

The most common side effects of STRIBILD include nausea and diarrhea. Tell your healthcare provider if you have any side effects that bother you or don’t go away.

What should I tell my healthcare provider before taking STRIBILD?

• All your health problems. Be sure to tell your healthcare provider if you have or had any kidney, bone, or liver problems, including hepatitis virus infection.

• All the medicines you take, including prescription and nonprescription medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements. STRIBILD may affect the way other medicines work, and other medicines may affect how STRIBILD works. Keep a list of all your medicines and show it to your healthcare provider and pharmacist. Do not start any new medicines while taking STRIBILD without first talking with your healthcare provider.
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• If you are pregnant or plan to become pregnant. It is not known if STRIBILD can harm your unborn baby. Tell your healthcare provider if you become pregnant while taking STRIBILD.
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STRIBILD is a prescription medicine used as a complete single-tablet regimen to treat HIV-1 in adults who have never taken HIV-1 medicines before. STRIBILD does not cure HIV-1 or AIDS.

I started my personal revolution

Talk to your healthcare provider about starting treatment.

**STRIBILD** is a complete HIV-1 treatment in 1 pill, once a day.

Ask if it's right for you.

**STRIBILD**

elvitegravir 150mg / cobicistat 150mg / emtricitabine 200mg / tenofovir disoproxil fumarate 300mg tablets

GILEAD
Patient Information

STRIBILD® (STRY-bild)
(elvitegravir 150 mg/cobicistat 150 mg/emtricitabine 200 mg/tenofovir disoproxil fumarate 300 mg) tablets

Brief summary of full Prescribing Information. For more information, please see the full Prescribing Information, including Patient Information.

What is STRIBILD?

- STRIBILD is a prescription medicine used to treat HIV-1 in adults who have never taken HIV-1 medicines before. STRIBILD is a complete regimen and should not be used with other HIV-1 medicines.
- STRIBILD does not cure HIV-1 or AIDS. You must stay on continuous HIV-1 therapy to control HIV-1 infection and decrease HIV-related illnesses.
- Ask your healthcare provider about how to prevent passing HIV-1 to others. Do not share or reuse needles, injection equipment, or personal items that can have blood or body fluids on them. Do not have sex without protection. Always practice safer sex by using a latex or polyurethane condom to lower the chance of sexual contact with semen, vaginal secretions, or blood.

What is the most important information I should know about STRIBILD?

STRIBILD can cause serious side effects, including:

1. **Build-up of lactic acid in your blood (lactic acidosis).** Lactic acidosis can happen in some people who take STRIBILD or similar (nucleoside analogs) medicines. Lactic acidosis is a serious medical emergency that can lead to death. Lactic acidosis can be hard to identify early, because the symptoms could seem like symptoms of other health problems. **Call your healthcare provider right away if you get any of the following symptoms which could be signs of lactic acidosis:**
   - feel very weak or tired
   - have unusual (not normal) muscle pain
   - have trouble breathing
   - have stomach pain with nausea or vomiting
   - feel cold, especially in your arms and legs
   - feel dizzy or lightheaded
   - have a fast or irregular heartbeat

2. **Severe liver problems.** Severe liver problems can happen in people who take STRIBILD. In some cases, these liver problems can lead to death. Your liver may become large (hepatomegaly) and you may develop fat in your liver (steatosis). **Call your healthcare provider right away if you get any of the following symptoms of liver problems:**
   - your skin or the white part of your eyes turns yellow (jaundice)
   - dark “tea-colored” urine
   - light-colored bowel movements (stools)
   - loss of appetite for several days or longer
   - nausea
   - stomach pain

You may be more likely to get lactic acidosis or severe liver problems if you are female, very overweight (obese), or have been taking STRIBILD for a long time.

3. **Worsening of Hepatitis B infection.** If you have hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection and take STRIBILD, your HBV may get worse (flare-up) if you stop taking STRIBILD. A “flare-up” is when your HBV infection suddenly returns in a worse way than before.

- Do not run out of STRIBILD. Refill your prescription or talk to your healthcare provider before your STRIBILD is all gone.
- Do not stop taking STRIBILD without first talking to your healthcare provider.
- If you stop taking STRIBILD, your healthcare provider will need to check your health often and do blood tests regularly for several months to check your HBV infection. Tell your healthcare provider about any new or unusual symptoms you may have after you stop taking STRIBILD.

Who should not take STRIBILD?

Do not take STRIBILD if you also take a medicine that contains:

- adeefovir (Hesperv®)
- altuzosin hydrochloride (Uroxatral®)
- cipiramide (Propulsid®, Propulsid Quicksol®)
- ergot-containing medicines, including: dihydroergotamine mesylate (D.H.E. 45®, Migranal®), ergotamine tartrate (Cefergot®, Migergot®, Ergostat®, Medihaler Ergotamine®, Wigraine®, Wigrettes®), and methylergonovine maleate (Ergonov®, Methergine®)
- lovastatin (Advicor®, Altoprev®, Mevacor®)
- oral midazolam
- pimozide (Orap®)
- rifampin (Rifadin®, Rifamate®, Rifater®, Rimactane®)
- sildenafil (Reviol®), when used for treating lung problems
- simvastatin (Simcor®, Vylotro®, Zocor®)
- triazolam (Halcion®)
- the herb St. John’s wort

Do not take STRIBILD if you also take any other HIV-1 medicines, including:

- Other medicines that contain tenofovir (Atripla®, Complera®, Viread® , Truvada®)
- Other medicines that contain emtricitabine, lamivudine, or ritonavir (Atripla®, Combivir®, Complera®, Emtriva®, Epivir® or Epivir-HBV®, Epzicom®, Kaletra®, Norvir®, Trizivir® , Truvada®)

STRI BILD is not for use in people who are less than 18 years old.

What are the possible side effects of STRIBILD?

STRI BILD may cause the following serious side effects:

- See “What is the most important information I should know about STRIBILD?”
- New or worse kidney problems, including kidney failure. Your healthcare provider should do blood and urine tests to check your kidneys before you start and while you are taking STRIBILD. Your healthcare provider may tell you to stop taking STRIBILD if you develop new or worse kidney problems.
- Bone problems can happen in some people who take STRIBILD. Bone problems include bone pain, softening or thinning (which may lead to fractures). Your healthcare provider may need to do tests to check your bones.
- Changes in body fat can happen in people who take HIV-1 medicine. These changes may include increased amount of fat in the upper back and neck (“buffalo hump”), breast, and around the middle of your body (trunk). Loss of fat from the legs, arms and face may also happen. The exact cause and long-term health effects of these conditions are not known.
- Changes in your immune system (Immune Reconstitution Syndrome) can happen when you start taking HIV-1 medicines. Your immune system may get stronger and begin to fight infections that have been hidden in your body for a long time. Tell your healthcare provider right away if you start having any new symptoms after starting your HIV-1 medicine.
The most common side effects of STRIBILD include:
- Nausea
- Diarrhea

Tell your healthcare provider if you have any side effect that bothers you or that does not go away.
- These are not all the possible side effects of STRIBILD. For more information, ask your healthcare provider.
- Call your healthcare provider for medical advice about side effects. You may report side effects to FDA at 1-800-FDA-1088.

What should I tell my healthcare provider before taking STRIBILD?

Tell your healthcare provider about all your medical conditions, including:
- If you have or had any kidney, bone, or liver problems, including hepatitis B infection
- If you are pregnant or plan to become pregnant. It is not known if STRIBILD can harm your unborn baby. Tell your healthcare provider if you become pregnant while taking STRIBILD.
  - There is a pregnancy registry for women who take antiviral medicines during pregnancy. The purpose of this registry is to collect information about the health of you and your baby. Talk with your healthcare provider about how you can take part in this registry.
- If you are breastfeeding (nursing) or plan to breastfeed. Do not breastfeed if you take STRIBILD.
  - You should not breastfeed if you have HIV-1 because of the risk of passing HIV-1 to your baby.
  - Two of the medicines in STRIBILD can pass to your baby in your breast milk. It is not known if the other medicines in STRIBILD can pass into your breast milk.
  - Talk with your healthcare provider about the best way to feed your baby.

Tell your healthcare provider about all the medicines you take, including prescription and nonprescription medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements:
- STRIBILD may affect the way other medicines work, and other medicines may affect how STRIBILD works.
- Be sure to tell your healthcare provider if you take any of the following medicines:
  - Hormone-based birth control (pills, patches, rings, shots, etc)
  - Antacid medicines that contain aluminum, magnesium hydroxide, or calcium carbonate. Take antacids at least 2 hours before or after you take STRIBILD
  - Medicines to treat depression, organ transplant rejection, or high blood pressure
    - amiodarone (Cordarone®, Pacerone®)
    - atorvastatin (Liptor®, Caduet®)
    - bepridil hydrochloride (Vascor®, Bepadin®)
    - bosentan (Tracleer®)
    - buspirone
    - carbamazepine (Carbatrol®, Epitol®, Equetro®, Tegeotol®)
    - clarithromycin (Biaxin®, Prevacox®)
    - clonazepam (Klonopin®)
    - clorazepate (Gen-xen®, Tranxene®)
    - colchicine (Colcrys®)
    - medicines that contain dexamethasone
    - diazepam (Valium®)
    - digoxin (Lanoxin®)
    - disopyramide (Norpace®)
    - estazolam
    - ethosuximide (Zarontin®)
  - flecainide (Tambocor®)
  - flurazepam
  - fluticasone (Flovent®, Flonase®, Flovent® Diskus®, Flovent® HFA, Veramyst®)
  - itraconazole (Sporanox®)
  - ketoconazole (Nizoral®)
  - lidocaine (Xylocaine®)
  - mefloquine
  - oxcarbazepine (Trileptal®)
  - perphenazine
  - phenobarbital (Luminal®)
  - phenytoin (Dilantin®, Phenytek®)
  - propafenone (Rythmol®)
  - quinidine (Neudex®)
  - rifabutin (Mycobutin®)
  - rifapentine (Priftin®)
  - risperidone (Risperdal®, Risperdal Consta®)
  - salmeterol (Serevent®) or salmeterol when taken in combination with fluticasone (Advair® Diskus®, Advair® HFA®)
  - sildenafil (Viagra®, tadalfil (Cialis®) or vardenafil (Levitra®, Staxyn®), for the treatment of erectile dysfunction (ED). If you get dizzy or faint (low blood pressure), have vision changes or have an erection that lasts longer than 4 hours, call your healthcare provider or get medical help right away.
  - tadalfil (Adcirca®), for the treatment of pulmonary arterial hypertension
  - telithromycin (Ketek®)
  - thioridazine
  - voriconazole (Vfend®)
  - warfarin (Coumadin®, Jantoven®)
  - zolpidem (Ambien®, Edluar®, Intermezzo®, Zolpidem Tartrate)

Know the medicines you take. Keep a list of all your medicines and show it to your healthcare provider and pharmacist when you get a new medicine. Do not start any new medicines while you are taking STRIBILD without first talking with your healthcare provider.

Keep STRIBILD and all medicines out of reach of children.

This Brief Summary summarizes the most important information about STRIBILD. If you would like more information, talk with your healthcare provider. You can also ask your healthcare provider or pharmacist for information about STRIBILD that is written for health professionals, or call 1-800-445-3235 or go to www.STRIBILD.com.
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Shocking discovery: Everyone just pees.

And sometimes updates a Facebook status

M y first Creating Change Conference — held Feb. 5-8 in Denver — was quite an experience. A definite bucket list check-off in my new life as an activist, Creating Change provided a wealth of experience, insight and access to LGBTQ leaders and strategies.

Among other firsts, Creating Change at the Sheraton Hotel in Denver was my first experience with widespread use of gender-neutral bathrooms. Signs outside every bathroom throughout all the spaces in the hotel occupied by the conference and its 4,000-plus attendees were replaced with “Gender Neutral” signage. There were no separate facilities for men and women but lots of facilities for everyone.

Gender-neutral bathrooms ensure that everyone, particularly transgender people, feels comfortable and safe going to the bathroom. The fact of the matter is this: In some places it’s illegal for someone to choose the bathroom that matches.

I’m not ashamed to say this was something I was not at all used to, and the first time I had to go, I sought out the gender-segregated bathroom near the hotel registration area.

For some reason, going to the restroom with women somehow seemed awkward, even though the bathrooms in my home have always been gender neutral, as well as those in public businesses with only one or two small bathroom facilities.

I think part of it, too, was that I was horrified that women would have to endure the poor manners of many men who use the bathroom. (If you’ve ever encountered a toilet seat that looks like a water sprinkler went off, you know what I’m talking about.)

But after that initial time, I gave it a shot. And by my second or third time, it was no big deal — although I would still occasionally feel a slight shock seeing a woman in the bathroom, afraid I’d gone into the wrong one.

I did not go so far as to use a urinal. But many people were just fine with doing so. Despite any minor discomfort I experienced, I could only imagine what a relief these kinds of spaces are to transgender people or people who have their gender expression questioned by other bathroom-goers.

I’ve heard countless stories of lesbian friends who are confronted by people making indignant assumptions about that individual’s gender and asking them to leave. And for transgender women and men, using the bathroom can actually be a terrifying experience.

With these stories in mind, any momentary pause I might have had about using mixed-gender facilities dissipated rather quickly.

So, what did I learn? Get ready; this may be shocking:

People go to the bathroom to use it the facilities, update their social media status and check email (you know you do it, too), wash their hands, check their hair and then …

Then they walk out. That’s it.

No lack of privacy. At Creating Change, there were 4,000 people and no incidences of harassment, deviant crime, malicious activity or predators.

And, judging by the overall cleanliness of the facilities, I have a hunch that the knowledge women were also using the facilities made men behave a little better — or maybe it’s just that LGBTQ activists have above-average bathroom manners.

The practice of gender-neutral bathrooms is a great example for our society to consider. It might take some getting used to, but for me, if the practice takes away the fear many people experience around having to face the bathroom police, it’s well worth it.

After all, we just need to pee.

Todd Whitley is a local activist and communications manager for Equality Texas. He can usually be found tweeting (@toddwhitley), holding a picket sign, thrift shop shopping or eating Tex-Mex. Read his blog at tdbb68.wordpress.com.
There’s more than one way to get into shape

T here’s no one way to exercise in order to achieve your fitness goals. We asked three different folks with different backgrounds, ages and body types to explain what the benefits of their regimens are — from yoga to CrossFit to P90 — and this is what they said.

— Arnold Wayne Jones

Name and age: Carrie Breckenridge, 37.
Exercise regimen: Bikram yoga (Bikram Yoga North Texas, Grapevine)
What was your motivation for starting up the regimen when you did? I wanted to get rid of the post-baby “lack-of-tone” I had going on.
Before you started your regimen, what was your fitness level? Before starting back with yoga, I had just had a baby — Charlotte, now 15 months. I am not one to get right back into the swing of things after having a baby — I would rather take the time needed to care for her. I initially started yoga in 2003 and fell in love with it. However, once I became pregnant with my first kiddo I stopped practicing (while pregnant) and then picked back up a few months after he was born. I was rather inconsistent and then I got pregnant with Charlotte and again stopped.
I was nursing, so my workout had to be well-thought-out before I jumped back into the hot yoga room. I ran a few times a week, but nothing consistent. My usual time was about 20 minutes and would go 2.0–2.7 miles, depending on the wind. However, running doesn’t get rid of my stomach area. I knew I needed to tone that area through yoga. I just started back at the Bikram yoga studio, which is a 90-minute long session.
What was your goal? To lose the rest of the flab I had on my stomach area and to get the other benefits from yoga. Taking 90 minutes for yourself, as a working mom, is tough. So if I can get in there three days a week, I am doing my body good! I also wanted to tone my arms, legs and butt.
Are you still practicing it? I am.
Why did you choose Bikram yoga? I knew the benefits of yoga because I am certified to teach it. I knew that I would be able to get my pre-baby body back because I did it after my son Logan was born. I was in the studio much sooner after my first baby, however; this time I nursed longer and that is what was really important to me — to feed Charlotte vs. losing the weight quickly.
Did you achieve your goals? What were they? I did — I am a perfectionist, so I would really like to have my size 2, pre-baby body, but I feel much better than I did pre-yoga.
What have been the upsides — or downsides — of exercise? I have much more energy, require less sleep and don’t crave bad food; however, I have issues staying hydrated, so I will get lots of headaches when I first start out from lack of hydration.
Have people noticed your achievements? People in the yoga room have noticed, but I don’t walk around half-naked outside of the studio, so people in my day-to-day life haven’t really noticed yet.
Was there a dietary/nutritional component? Fluid intake increased, less alcohol and I tried to eat healthy. I am a fairly healthy eater usually, so this wasn’t that much of a hardship.
How do you plan to keep your current fitness level? I plan to keep going until I go through my next IVF [in-vitro fertilization] cycle and then I will start back up after I have that baby. The best way to do that is to buy a package that expires. I don’t like to waste money, so I buy it knowing I will go!
Name and age: Takeshi Fujii, 39.
Exercise regimen: CrossFit.

What was your motivation for starting up the regimen when you did? I had a friend who was doing CrossFit and I wanted to try it myself.

Before you started your regimen, what was your fitness level? I was exercising regularly, including swimming, running, weight training and yoga. I was also certified group fitness instructor and personal trainer. I was curious about CrossFit since I heard about it in the fitness field, but had never tried it. After starting CrossFit, I realized all the workout I had done for myself up to that point was not as intense and functional as I thought. It took some getting used to, ranging from running sprints to pull-ups. I have been a part of CrossFit community for two years now and I became a coach as well.

When did you start? January 2013.

What are the benefits of CrossFit? In general, CrossFit can be anything you want it to be. If you want to lose weight, it can help; if you want to enhance your athletic performance, it can help you; if you want to move better in your daily life, CrossFit can definitely help you. CrossFit is not just a workout — I feel it is a community of people who are interested in making themselves better in terms of their wellness.

Did you have any goals when you took it up? I didn’t necessarily have a goal when I started CrossFit, though I ended up losing some weight, gaining strength, speed and endurance, along with the coordination and agility required for CrossFit workout. At the beginning, I was just trying to get through the workout as much as I could. As I got better at skills (such as pull-ups and Olympic lifting techniques), I tried to improve my speed, strength and endurance.

Describe what the regimen entails: CrossFit is constantly varied, functional and high-intensity movement. It includes running (long & short distance), rowing, jumping rope, Olympic lifting, weightlifting and body-weight exercises (such as push-ups and squats), depending on the day. CrossFit’s Workout of the Day (WOD) is always different from previous days so that your body is not getting used to one specific way of training. A typical CrossFit class is one hour including warm-up, skill session, WOD and cool down.

Is there a diet component? It’s not necessarily required, however, as with any exercise regimen, good nutritional intake is a part of improving your health.

What kind of reaction have you received? I have received not only compliments on my appearance, but people also noticed a more positive outlook in everyday life.

Fujii coaches CrossFit at Lake Highlands Strength and Conditioning, 9850 Walnut Hill Lane, Suite 405. CrossFitLakeHighlands.com.
Health food store: The words alone can trigger sense-memories of dry rice cakes, bitter green drinks and flavorless chicken. But for Daniel Magoon, a registered dietician, “health food” conjures something completely different: fluffy crepes, spicy deviled eggs and creamy cheesecake.

“I have the best job in the world,” Magoon smiles. “I get to talk about food all day long.”

Magoon works for Snap Kitchen, a five-year-old concept out of Austin that, in the past six months, has made inroads into Dallas. Part grocery store, part restaurant, Snap serves pre-packaged meals for the health conscious … whatever one’s own dietary considerations might be. Best of all? Everything tastes good.

“How many times have you had ‘healthy food’ that tasted just awful?” Magoon says. “Well, our food really speaks for itself once you try it.” He credits the company’s executive chef for elevating the flavors to a new level with risky recipes that find creative ways to provide a qual-
“I have the best job in the world,” Magoon says. “I get to talk about food all day long.”

Healthy living has been a passion of Magoon’s for years. He first started working for Snap Kitchen in 2011 while studying nutrition at the University of Texas. After he obtained his dietetic certification, corporate asked him if he’d like to move to Dallas to help spread the gospel of Snap. He quickly jumped at the chance, moving here last August just as the first stores were opening.

“It’s interesting to talk to people who are really centered in their lifestyles — paleo with its meats and fats, vegans which are all plant-based — and see how we can help. None of them are wrong,” but Snap Kitchen specializes in a middle-ground approach, Magoon explains. Each item is clearly marked as paleo (“like going back to what our ancestors ate — as natural as possible,” Magoon explains), gluten free (“we’re already 99 percent there”), low-sodium, low-fat, low-carb, non-dairy, vegetarian. And there’s not a trace of white flour or butter within 50 feet of the cash register.

“It’s realistic eating,” he explains. “Paleo, for instance, has a lot of rules, which some people really need.” But Snap Kitchen makes it easy to break the rules a little and still eat well.

Although loath to choose personal favorites, Magoon will list off a few delights on the menu when pressed. “My favorite is probably the turkey chili — it’s one of those thunderstorm-night meals when you crave a bowl of it and it gives you a big food hug,” he says. “It’s also amazed by the chicken green chile enchiladas — where you can find those fluffy crepes. The ‘torillas’ are made of coconut flour and eggs, which make them light, while cashews and almond milk satisfy the fattiness that cheese would convey, and the poblano [salsa] keeps it in your mouth longer so you can savor the flavors longer.” (He’s not lying — the enchiladas are delicious … and surprisingly filling and only 430 calories, about one-third from fat.)

“I follow primarily a pescatarian diet, because I really love cheese and scallops,” Magoon grins. “But I have red meat every so often so that I don’t get sick when I do eat it.” Among the items available through Snap he enjoys? Bison quinoa hash (“I think we’d have to close our stores if we ever took that off the menu — it has such a following,” he says), beef burgundy and a bison burger with a fried egg on top.

If a fried egg doesn’t sound nutritious, you haven’t hit it the way Snap prepares it. The menu focuses on portion control as well as a balance of calories, fats, proteins and carbs.

“Our lunch items have more carbs, because Sometimes, though, healthy eating is just about common sense.

“Sometime people will tell me, ‘I really craved sweets so I had some,’” he says. “I will say, ‘Well, what could your body be telling you about that? If you were craving Starbursts, maybe your body wanted vitamin C, and you should eat an orange instead.’”

The items are all even color-coded for easy use: orange for small sizes, green for medium or lunch portions and black, which are typically large or dinner-sized. Snap Kitchen can even prepare a 21-day program for you consisting of breakfast, lunch, dinner and two snacks — a.m. and p.m., in 1,200-, 1,500- or 1,800-calorie options.

“A lot of people start out at 1,500 because they think they can’t survive on fewer calories, then they move down when they realize how filling the meals are,” he says. Magoon also can help design a specific program for customers who want to eat better.

“Sometimes people will tell me, ‘I really craved sweets so I had some,’” he says. “I will say, ‘Well, what could your body be telling you about that? If you were craving Starbursts, maybe your body wanted vitamin C, and you should eat an orange instead.’”

WORK OUT: GYMS & YOGA STUDIOS


Club Dallas — Exclusively serving gay men for more than 30 years, this institution actually has one of the largest gyms in the city, and is open 24 hours, 365 days a year. 2616 Swiss Ave., 214-821-1990, The.Clubs.com.

Diesel Fitness — Located on the third floor of the Centrum, it’s right in the heart of the gayborhood. 3102 Oak Lawn Ave., Suite 300, 214-219-6400, DieselFitness214.com.

Dedman Center for Lifetime Sports — Located on the SMU campus, it offers wall climbing, weight room, 1/7 mile indoor track, swimming, racquetball courts and aerobic dance rooms. 6000 Bush Ave. 214-768-3374.

Energy Fitness — This West Village gym has a reputation for affordable memberships and solid service. 2901 Cityplace West Blvd., Suite 100, UptownEnergyFitness.com.

Equinox — This national gym offers a full range of fitness services. 4023 Oak Lawn Ave., Equinox.com.

Gold’s Gym — Locations are throughout the city, but the one in Uptown serves a fit, very gay customer base. 2425 McKinney Ave., 214-304-9000, GoldsGym.com.

King Spa & Sauna — Open 24/7, clients can partake in detoxifying, anti-inflammatory, depuration and ski rejuvenation saunas. 2154 Royal Lane, KingSpa.com.

LA Fitness — The one on Lemmon and a Signature on Hasikelli are popular with gay clientele. 4540 W. Mockingbird Lane and 2690 N. Hasikelli Ave., LAFitness.com.

Sunstone Yoga — With 13 locations locally, the Uptown one remains very popular with eight different types of yoga practices. 2907 South St., SunstoneYoga.com.

Trophy Fitness Club — Among the five locations are one in the Downtown Mosaic and in one Uptown. 300 N. Akard St., and 2812 Vines St., Suite 300, TrophyFitnessClub.com.

24 Hour Fitness — Popular locations include Downtown and at Mockingbird and Greenville. 700 N. Harwood St. and 5706 E. Mockingbird Lane, 24HourFitness.com.

YMCA Downtown — In the heart of Downtown, this location offers amenities from groups workouts to personal trainers, handball, basketball, swimming pool and more. 601 N. Akard St., 214-954-0500, YMCADallas.org.

Yoga & Sync Wellbeing — This yoga fitness studio in Bishop Arts offers a variety of classes and workshops, as well as massage. 611 N. Bishop Ave., SyncDallas.com.
For many years, Robert Elorduy has been preoccupied with fitness. He worked part-time as a personal trainer while also studying massage therapy. He wanted to combine two symbiotic

Personal trainer Robert Elorduy feels he was destined to spread wellness at his Vigor studio — the space he rents once housed the original Dallas Buyers Club. Photography by Arnold Wayne Jones
occupied with fitness. He worked part-time as a Heartbody & soul therapy. He wanted to combine two symbiotic treatments: P90 and Vigor Massage.

Many feel more comfortable working out in a gym where Woodroof tried to prolong their lives. This was a place of healing, a place to chase his dream. Woodroof turned 40 last year, so his body would be in the best shape of his life not only for his own personal achievement but to prove the goal is reachable at any age.

Cardio alone is not going to keep fat off,” he says. “You have to incorporate resistance training into your workout whether it be bodyweight or lifting weights otherwise once you stop eating a low carb diet the fat will return.”

Elorduy recommends 12 sets for the larger muscle groups (back, chest, legs) and six to eight sets for smaller muscle groups (biceps, triceps) with sets of abs and calves in between. He also describes nutrition as one of the most important parts of the process when really wanting to develop and transform the body.

“Fat is going to come off where it is going to, wherever that is; you can’t exercise fat away from a specific area,” he says. “You’re going to lean out at the top and the bottom before your middle. For men, the mid-section is where the body needs fat and where it will fight you for it.”

Elorduy’s synergistic regimen is designed to flush lactic acid out of the body with massage. (Lactic acid can cause symptoms like exhaustion or nausea.) But he also like to dispel myths about exercise.

“Fat is going to come off where it is going to, wherever that is; you can’t exercise fat away from a specific area,” he says. “You’re going to lean out at the top and the bottom before your middle. For men, the mid-section is where the body needs fat and where it will fight you for it.”

Though he highly recommends post-workout protein supplemental shakes he does not recommend steroids or other dangerous substances.

“Know your own body because we are all different and some of us have better genetic inclinations to have better body parts than others. Abs are genetic too; some guys just have rippled ab and others really have to work for that six pack and this can apply to back, shoulders, or legs. If it looks too good to be true, it could very well be due to steroids,” Elorduy says.

Elorduy’s synergistic regimen is designed to flush lactic acid out of the body with massage. (Lactic acid can cause symptoms like exhaustion or nausea.) But he also like to dispel myths about exercise.

“Fat is going to come off where it is going to, wherever that is; you can’t exercise fat away from a specific area,” he says. “You’re going to lean out at the top and the bottom before your middle. For men, the mid-section is where the body needs fat and where it will fight you for it.”

Though he has a muscular body, Elorduy claims even he struggles with motivation from time to time.

“Though I consider myself a hard worker, I feel lazy too sometimes and that’s OK,” he says. “I don’t always want to get up and workout but I still do it!”

What have been the biggest upsides? Tons more energy, I feel better, I sleep better and I drink my daily meal replacement (Shakeology) to help with my donut addiction! I actually am able to “cheat” more often than I thought I would, because exercising helps burn the calories I’m eating.

What kind of reactions have you received? People are constantly complimenting me about my weight loss. The funny thing is, most say “I never thought of you as overweight,” but when you decrease the body people notice!

Was there a dietary/nutritional component? Yes, Shakeology. Also, managing my food using a program called Portion Fix — container-based eating according to your weight, exercise level, etc.

How do you plan to keep your current fitness level? The beauty of these programs is, I can return to them at any time. Once I finish MAX:30 I may do the 21 Day Fix, then go back to PiYo. The programs educate you to help you make good exercise decisions. At 51, I may not be able to keep up with the fit 20something guys in MAX:30, but I modify and keep sweating!

Unlimited membership all locations $99 per month*. Unlimited local membership $89 per month.

Ask about our other attendance options.

sunstoneFIT.com
Taylor Mac is used to being on the fringe of entertainment. Even though he’s one of the best regarded performance artists in the biz — cabaret singer, composer, playwright, actor and gender-bending diva — his name might not be familiar to most people.

So how, exactly, did he end up doing a two-man show with Tony- and Emmy-winning star Mandy Patinkin with more Broadway firepower than an Andrew Lloyd Webber musical? Even Mac isn’t quite sure.

“I asked that, too,” he laughs. As it turns out, it’s not all that far-fetched. It all began a few years ago when a mutual friend of Mac and Patinkin asked them both to do a benefit show for her. Patinkin agreed … but only on the condition he be allowed to do a piece with Taylor Mac, even though the two had never met. Mac agreed. “We had a great time and the show we did was extraordinary. So we decided we needed to make another show,” Mac says.

The result? The Last Two People on Earth: An Apocalyptic Vaudeville, which the two co-wrote and perform together in a world premiere presentation at the Eisemann Center this week. A wordless pantomime about the last two members of humanity, they communicate entirely through song and movement. The director/choreographer is Tony-winner Susan Stroman (The Producers), and everyone from the lighting designer (Ken Billington) to the costumer (William Ivey Long) to the music director (Paul Ford) are legends in their field.

“From my end, it’s great to work with Mandy and Stro, and Paul Ford has worked on some of the great shows. It’s a top-notch little team,” Mac says modestly.

How Patinkin came up with this edgy performance piece might puzzle some, but as Mac learned, there’s more to the actor than Homeland, Evita and Yentl.

“People think of him as this mainstream star, but Mandy’s been around!” Mac says. “I suggested he and I do a production of The Maids [Jean Genet’s creepy classic of sado-masochism]. I was making a joke — I thought never in a million years would he say yes. And he said, ‘Oh! I already did that with William Hurt!’

This piece represents a middle-ground for Patinkin and Mac’s core audiences. “I come from the more traditional background of theater-making — the world that Mandy has become popular in. But it’s something that I haven’t done for a good 10 years if not more, and certainly not for what I’ve been known for. It’s great to indulge it.”

Last Two People features numbers from the Great American Songbook as well as newest classics from the current century. Still, it’s a far cry from what Mac’s fans have come to expect — for one reason, he’s not wearing his signature clown makeup.

“Anyone who saw the show I did at the Undermain a few years ago won’t even recognize me,” he admits. “I’m wearing a very old-school vaudeville costume. Much more recognizable for what it is — but slightly modern.” Nevertheless, Mac’s heart comes through in this show as well.

“I always say I’m not a teacher, I’m a reminder. Most of the audience has a better education than I do, but people who are really smart and those who aren’t need to be reminded of things — what we have buried or people have buried for us about our humanity? I think that’s what Mandy and I are doing — we’re just trying to say, ‘Remember when people were different?’”

L+S stage

ARNOLD WAYNE JONES
Executive Editor
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Adore Delano returns for Second Saturday show at The Brick

Just a month ago, Bianca del Rio — the Season 6 winner of RuPaul’s Drag Race — performed at The Brick’s Second Sunday drag show. Who shows up this month? Why, Season 6 runner-up Adore Delano. She wowed fans at the Red Party last fall, so if you missed her there, here’s your chance to see what made her a fan favorite.

DEETS: The Brick, 2525 Wycliffe Ave. Entertainment from 9 p.m.

A one-two punch of John Waters: ‘Flamingos,’ Live

What a fabulous weekend to be tickled pink. First, on Friday night CineWilde hosts its annual queer film screening at the Texas Theatre, John Waters’ cult classic Pink Flamingos. Then two days later, Waters himself descends upon the historic theater (can’t wait what he has to say about that!) to recount stories from his career and life.

DEETS: Texas Theatre, 231 W. Jefferson Ave. Friday at 9 p.m. Sunday at 8 p.m. (doors at 7 p.m.) TheTexasTheatre.com.

Magnolia Theatre hosts pre-Oscar panel of experts

Tha Academy Awards are next week, and this is one of the most competitive years in recent memory. So who has the inside track? The Magnolia will provide insights by hosting this free panel discussion, featuring local Oscar experts (including Dallas Voice executive editor Arnold Wayne Jones, author of The Envelope Please). Learn trivia as well (such as, this is the second year in a row with an out gay host — Neil Patrick Harris)!

DEETS: Landmark’s Magnolia Theatre in the West Village, 3699 McKinney Ave. 7 p.m. Free.
calendar highlights

ARTSWEEK: NOW PLAYING

THEATER


Lovely Confessions. Mark-Brian Sonna’s lovable “most famous third-rate drag queen in Texas,” Lovely Uranus, is back for more tutorials in love in her quest to find the love of her life. A world premiere by Alejandro de la Costa. Stone Cottage Theatre, 15650 Addison Road. Through Feb. 22. MBSPProductions.net.

Sexy Laundry. A long-time married couple try to spice up their lives with a weekend romantic getaway at a luxury hotel, but things don’t go as planned in this farce, which reunited Wendy Welch and Bob Hess, Dallas Voice’s co-honorees as Actor of the Year in 2014 for Vanya & Sonia & Mashe & Spike. Addison Theatre Centre, 15650 Addison Road. Through Feb. 22. WaterTowerTheatre.org.


The Book of Mormon. Hilarious Tony-winning musical from the creators of South Park, Winspear Opera House, 2403 Flora St. Through Feb. 22. ATTPAC.org.


The Echo Room Presents: Her Song. The encore engagement of Echo Theatre’s show specifically created for Valentine’s Day (and with a V-Day package available). Bath House Cultural Center, 521 E. Lawther Ave. 9 p.m. doors. TheTexasTheatre.com.

Uncle Vanya. Dallas Actor’s Lab presents a new translation of the Chekhov play, part of the Elevator Series at the Wyly Theatre. 9th Floor Theater, 2400 Flora St. Through Feb. 22. TicketDFW.org.

CIRCUS

Cavalia: Odysseo. Dallas premiere of the new Cavalia, a Cirque du Soleil-ish show featuring horses, as well as acrobatic performers. DrPepper Ballpark, 7300 Rough Riders Trail, Frisco. Extended run — now through Feb. 22. $29.50–$299.50. Cavalia.net.

FINE ART

Bruce Wood: A Retrospective. The pioneering choreographer, who passed away suddenly last year from complications due to AIDS, has his life and work celebrated in this exhibition. Dallas Museum of Art, 2101 W. Main St., Arlington. Tuesdays–Saturdays. Through Feb. 15. $8.


FRIDAY 02.13

COMMUNITY

High Tech Happy Hour. The monthly gay mixer for techies (and everyone else) partners with Strategic Alliance, the LGBTQA group at SMU, for this special Valentine’s event. Meadows Museum on the SMU campus, 5900 Bishop Blvd. 5:30–7:30 p.m.

Panoptikon. The (now) weekly retro disco dance party, presented by Lord Byron. Red Light, 2911 Main St. Door 9 p.m.

FILM

Pink Flamingos. CineWilde’s monthly gay cinema feature, the bad taste classic by cult maven John Waters. Screens in a 35mm print. Texas Theatre, 231 W. Jefferson Ave. 9 p.m. doors. TheTexasTheatre.com.

EXPO

The gay rapper performs. The Rose Room inside S4, 3911 Cedar Springs Road. 10 p.m. doors. Caven.com.

SUNDAY 02.15
COMEDY
Wayne Brady. The standup performs. Verizon Theatre, 1001 Performance Place, Grand Prairie. 7 p.m. doors, 8 p.m. curtain. $35–$55. VerizonTheatre.com.

John Waters — Live! The cult director of queer guerrilla cinema tells stories from his life and work. Texas Theatre, 231 W. Jefferson Ave. 7 p.m. doors, 8 p.m. curtain. $40–$45. TheTexasTheatre.com.

BROADCAST
Downton Abbey. The fifth season of the addictive drama about life among the aristocracy continues. Airs on KERA at 8 p.m.

Girls. The fourth season of the quirky comedy-drama about modern living, co-starring Andrew Rannells and Zachary Quinto. Airs on HBO at 8 p.m.

Looking. The second season of the drama about gay life in San Francisco, starring Jonathan Groff. Airs on HBO at 8:30 p.m.

MONDAY 02.16
COMMUNITY
Academy Awards Preview and Panel Discussion. The Magnolia hosts this panel (including Dallas Voice film critic Arnold Wayne Jones) to handicap the upcoming slate of Oscar nominees. Landmark’s Magnolia Theatre in the West Village, 3699 McKinney Ave. 7 p.m. Free.

EXERCISE
Adult Broadway Butt Busters. Joel Ferrell leads an hour-long cardio-centric fitness class based on Broadway choreography for an eight-week session each Monday evening, Wyly Theatre, 2400 Flora St. Through March 2. 5:30–6:30 p.m. $150. ATTPAC.org.

TUESDAY 02.17 — MARDI GRAS
FILM
Strangers on a Train. Quite possibly Alfred Hitchcock’s masterpiece, this cat-and-mouse game between a naive tennis pro (Farley Granger) and a psychotic rich kid (Robert Walker, delivering one of the greatest screen performances of all time) is ripe with homoerotic undertones. Screens as part of the Tuesday New Classic series at Landmark’s Magnolia in the West Village, 3699 McKinney Ave. Sponsored by Dallas Voice. Screens at 7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.

THEATER

WEDNESDAY 02.18
THEATER
Once. The Tony Award-winning musical returns to North Texas, this this at Bass Performance Hall, 525 Commerce St., Fort Worth. Feb. 18–22. BassHall.com.
Billy Masters

Everything’s coming up Rosies

Once again, Rosie O’Donnell is leaving The View. Did I doze off and it’s 2007 again? If so, why can’t I fit into my old jeans? It’s all just a little bit of history repeating.

This time around, Rosie is ostensibly leaving the show for personal reasons. In a statement, her rep revealed that Rosie and wife Michelle Rounds have been separated since November. Due to the imminent divorce, Rosie feels that her place is at home with her children. But is that the real reason? The couple has been separated for more than three months and Rosie has worked the entire time.

Rumor has it this is a good way to bow out of another uncomfortable relationship. Despite what you may have heard, Ro’s departure has nothing to do with an uncomfortable relationship. Despite what you may not know that another member of the clan is ailing. Dione Warwick was hospitalized after falling in the shower last week. Perhaps the whole family needs to avoid bathrooms entirely!

This is not the first time we’ve had a story about hunkey congressman Aaron Schock, but this time, he’s not showing off his enviable physique or wearing a turquoise belt. He’s in the midst of an investigation regarding his recently redecorated office … because straight politicians are so often the target of decorating scandals. OK, so the suite bears a striking resemblance to the red room on Downton Abbey, but that’s beside the point. The big no-no is that interior decorator Annie Brahler did the work for free. What’s Schock’s defense? He rambled on and on about how he’s not an “old crusty white guy” and that he loves vibrant colors. He ended his diatribe by saying, “When I go take a personal vacation, I don’t sit on the beach. I go do active things. And so, I’m also not going to live in a cave. Perhaps the whole family needs to avoid bathrooms entirely!”

During an interview with Jimmy Kimmel, David Beckham shared a story about his daughter. “I just bathed her, and I was in the bath as well. So I got her out, and she was toweling her down, when she said, ‘Daddy, I love you, but I don’t like you. You’re so chubby!’” After taking baths with Mrs. Beckham, aka Skeleton Spice, I suppose anyone is chubby.

In an unfortunate segue, I’m sure you’re all well aware of the Bobbi Kristina Brown situation. But you may not know that another member of the clan is ailing. Dionne Warwick was hospitalized after falling in the shower last week. Perhaps the whole family needs to avoid bathrooms entirely!

Many of the e-mails we received this week were about the Super Bowl, and specifically about Rob Gronkowski. So our “Ask Billy” question comes from Justin in Colorado: “Where did this Gronk guy come from? He’s hot as fuck! I’m sure he’s not gay, but tell me you at least have some nude shots of him.”

The Patriots tight end is certainly hot. He’s also open to playing with gays in the abstract: “If he’s doing a great job, well then you’ve got nothing to complain about. He’s another teammate and another friend.” But let’s put this in perspective. This is the same guy who ripped off another guy’s shirt while on a dance floor. And during a spirited game of Fuck-Marry-Kill, he said he’d eff Tim Tebow to take his virginity. So who knows? But he’s failed my gay litmus test — he’s not quite sure who Betty White is! And after watching him read erotic prose to Jimmy Kimmel, I’m fairly confident that he’s taken more than a few blows … to the head.

Let’s end on a happy note. Remember the hot Broadway boyfriends who were on Survivor last season? Well, they’re engaged. Josh Canfield (the blond) and Reed Kelly (the bottom) were doing a show at the ttes chic club 54 Below in NYC when Josh popped the question. “Reed had no idea that I had written him a song and that I was going to propose. I also surprised him with his mom flying in for the night.” Thank God Reed said yes!

When David Beckham is giving me a chubby, it’s definitely time to end yet another column. If you have a question, drop a note and I promise to get back to you before someone leaks a video of Aaron Schock singing “Shake It Off” at karaoke!

Until next time, remember: One man’s filth is another man’s bible.

Have a question for Billy? Send an email to him at Billy@BillyMasters.com.
Making the SCENE the week of Feb. 13-19:

**Alexandre’s**: Walter Lee at 10 p.m. on Friday. Mi Vida Loca at 10 p.m. on Saturday and 9 p.m. on Wednesday. Lala Johnson at 9 p.m. on Thursday.

**BJ’s NXS!**: 4th annual Fat Tuesday is bigger, better and trashier.

**Brick/Joe’s**: Anutha Sweet Production presents Toxic Tuesday Her & Her Pre-Valentine’s Day Party for the grown and sexy lesbians at 9:30 p.m.–2 a.m. on Tuesday.

**Club Reflection**: Cowtown Leathermen cookout at 4 p.m. on Sunday. Fat Tuesday game night and gumbo cookoff at 7 p.m. on Tuesday. Wall of Food Show at 8 p.m. on Thursday.

**Dallas Eagle**: National Leather Association club night on Saturday. United Court of the Lone Star Empire Dynamic Duets show at 7 p.m. on Saturday. Red Party red theme night at 10 p.m. on Saturday.

**JR’s Bar & Grill**: Impulse Dallas at 6 p.m. on Friday.

**Marty’s**: Friday the 13th Love Kills on Friday.

**Round-Up Saloon**: Miss Gay Dallas USofA at 10:30 p.m. on Wednesday.

**S4**: Fuse Flirt Night at 9 p.m. on Friday. Cazwell at midnight on Saturday.

**Sue Ellen’s**: Friday the 13th Zombie Party with DJ SnoWhite. Band Room hosting The What’s Up Band. Ciao Bella and aerialist Marilyn Chen on Saturday. Ashley Bradberry on Wednesday.

**The Rose Room**: Rising Star with Lala and Patrick on Thursday.

To view more Scene photos, go to DallasVoice.com/category/photos. Scene Photographer: Kat Haygood
ORTHODOX
Lent Can WAIT!

ALEXANDRE’S BAR
LIVE MUSIC • COCKTAILS
February 21 | 9pm - 2am
Featuring music from
The Scott Bucklin Trio!
Authentic Cajun food
and Hurricanes!

Sponsored by:
BACARDI

(214) 559-0720 • 4026 Cedar Springs Rd.
JESSE ARNOLD
Classifieds Sales

PHONE: 214.754.8710 Ext. 110
FAX: 214.969.7271
E-MAIL: arnold@dallasvoice.com

One Bedroom Community Starting as Low as $885*
When you want to Buy, Sell, or Lease.

Recognized, Recommended, Respected

Ed Wiggins
972-951-2348
www.EdWigginsRealty.com

PARKFORD OAKS APARTMENTS
BEST KEPT SECRET IN OAK LAWN

• Intrusions Alarms
• Washer/Dryer Included
• Entertainment Serving Bars
• Creek Views Available

$150 off select Dunhill Floorplans

When you’re looking for a new home or selling your old home, you’ll find what you need in The Dallas Voice Classifieds.

Call us today to start your ad! 214-754-8710 Ext. 110

214-520-0282
parkforoaks.com

Contemporary Modern Urban Condo
In close-in Uptown East Neighborhood

Brought to you by: Debbie Sutton & Gary Bilpuch

2 Bedrooms, 2 Full Baths, 1,187 sq. ft.
$184,900

For more information: visit SRealty.biz or call 214.522.5232

TheCondoGuy.com
SRealty.biz
ASuperHome.com
DallasGayAgent.com

GayOakCliffAgent.com
MarkManleyRealtor.com

REAL ESTATE
For Rent

REAL ESTATE
For Rent

REAL ESTATE
For Rent

REAL ESTATE
Realtors

REAL ESTATE
Realtors

REAL ESTATE
Realtors

Creekside Cottage
Private guesthouse overlooking wooded creek.
Bedroom, Bath, Living Room, Full Kitchen
Washer/Dryer, 45 Foot Pool. 800 Sq. Ft.
World Class Cable and Wi-Fi
$785.00. All Bills Paid

214-520-7090

OUTNorthTexas.com

Valentine Special - No Credit Check, Owner Finance, Low Downpayment, Two Story Condo - Near Wycliff/Douglass
2-2.5, 2.5, 1,172 sq ft.
Remodeled, Nice kitchen & Dinning area, full size w/d connections, open 9 to 6pm. Priced to Sell at: 109k..
Bobby 972-803-6007
Gotta love a good combo

...especially when it saves you money.
I can help you save an average of $600! Talk to me about combining your renters and auto insurance today. Get to a better State. Get State Farm. CALL ME TODAY.

Scott Beseda, Agent
4411 Lemmon Avenue
Dallas, TX 75219
Bus: 214-219-6610
scott@scottbeseda.com

State Farm

Grow Your Business!
with DALLAS VOCALFIDES
214-754-8710

MOVING BOXES

NEED BOXES? SAVE MONEY! SAVE TREES!
TreeHugger Boxes Provides
Inexpensive, Gently Used, Quality Boxes
& Eco-Friendly Moving Supplies
Save 50 to 75% Delivery Available
2273 Vantage St. | Dallas 75207
WWW.TREEHUGGERS.COM
214-384-1316

MOVERS

Dale’s Area Movers
Oak Lawn • Dallas
214-886-1738

VOTED BEST MOVERS 4 YEARS & COUNTING!

Fantastic Moves
214.349.MOVE
Experience Counts!
18+ YEARS SUPPORTING THE COMMUNITY
www.FantasticMoves.com

TARGET MARKETING
Dallas Voice Classifieds
214-754-8710 ext 123

Steven Graves Insurance Agency
Thank You for Making Us #1

INSURANCE

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

TARGET MARKETING

Jade Air
SERVING THE LGBTCOMMUNITY FOR OVER 20 YEARS!
JadeAirDallas.com
214.522.2805
214.923.7904

PROMPT
EXCEPTIONAL
SERVICE!

SERVICE • SALES • INSTALLS
ALL MAJOR BRANDS
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
VISA, MC, AMX, DISC

AIDS Arms, Inc. is seeking a case manager to work with high acuity clients. Bilingual Spanish/English skills preferred. Interested candidates should complete an online application at:
https://aidsarms.companycareersite.com/

WOODY’S
GROOMING LOUNGE
Upscale Barbershop / Men’s Salon
5610 Lemmon Ave. | (Wood & Lemmon)
We are NOW HIRING!
• Licensed Barbers | Cosmetologists
• Commission Based Employment
• Excellent Location!
• Stable work history
• Plus good work ethic needed
214-522-2887
Woody’sGroomingLounge.com

Park Cities Pet Sitters, Inc
We are looking for pet lovers!
Are you detail oriented? Are you energetic?
Are you looking for full or part-time work?
We need professionals for daily walks, visits and overnights.
Requirements: Must own a car, cellphone, computer with email and internet access.
We are looking for long-term commitments.
serious inquiries only, No Phone Calls
Email Resume to:
recruiting@pcpsi.com
Keep in touch! Like Dallas Voice on Facebook!

Move In! Rent From Us!
NO RENTAL FEE!
214-256-1372
WWW.MOVETODallas.com

HOME SERVICES
Air Conditioning & Heating

HOME SERVICES
Air Conditioning & Heating

HOME SERVICES
Plumbing

HOME SERVICES
Plumbing

Nikki’s Plumbing Company
Responsibility, Respect, Results!
WATER HEATERS • TOILETS
GAS LINES • WATER LEAKS
469-644-8025 M-36149

We specialize in satisfying our customers with prompt & quality plumbing repairs to every part of your home or office.

Representing Over 34 Home & Auto Insurance Companies ...
Let Us Find Your Best Deal!
• Homeowners Associations
• Condominiums
• Businesses
• Apartment Complexes
• Home & Auto
• Renters
• Investment Properties
• Townhomes
• Health

214-599-0808
41300 N. Central Expressway #602 • Dallas, Texas 75243
StevenGravesInsurance.com

40 dallasvoice.com • 02.13.15
Animal Adoptions:
4 year old maltese male - $60, all other dogs - $75,
Kittens (himalayan gray male, tuxedo cat male, black and
gray female) - $40 or $60 for two, cats - $30
All spayed and neutered, shots, wormer, microchip with
lifetime registration, one month free veterinary care
Glenda, 972-293-7767

Looking for a new cuddle buddy?
Find your perfect match at the
DFW Humane Society.
Adoption is the loving option
972-721-7788
http://www.dfwhumane.com*

Society for companion
animals need volunteers. Please
contact office@societyforcompanion
animals.org

Join us for Catholic Mass
for the LGBT community
First Sunday of each Month
Dignity Dallas Mass held at
CATHEDRAL OF HOPE
Interfaith Peace Chapel, Lower Level
dignitydallas@hotmail.com
972-729-9572
www.dignitydallas.net

Do you wanna ride?
JOIN SPECTRUM
MOTORCYCLE RIDING CLUB,
the largest GLBT motorcycle group in
the region. Please visit:
spectrum-mrc.com to learn more.*

Pegasus Squares,
an LGBT Square Dance Club,
meets every Sunday from
2:30pm-4:30pm at the Resource
Center. Beginner lessons start in
October. Contact Rob Miller at
682-238-3442 for more informa-
tion or visit pegasus-squares.com.

*Dallas Independent Volleyball
Association* DIVA league Come
play with us!
Contact:
vmembership@divadallas.org
or visit www.divadallas.org

Poker
Freeroll Poker Tournaments
In the gayborhood
British Beverage Company Mondays
Game Starts at 7:30
Nightly Prizes & Gift Cards
For More info go to:
pocketrocketsdallas.com

WARNING
HOT GUYS!

Dallas
214.615.0100
 Ft. Worth 817.282.2500

FREE CODE: Dallas Voice
For other local numbers call:
1-888-MegaMates™

24/7 Friendly Customer Care 1(888) 634.2628
18+   ©2013 PC LLC    MegaMatesMen.com    2528

Scott Beseda
State Farm

Discount rates without discount services • 214-219-6610

Little Fish
In A Big Pond?
Dallas Voice Classifieds Can Change That.
214-754-8710
Volunteer Needed!!
Be part of an exciting team and make a difference in someone’s life. Volunteers will be trained to conduct HIV outreach in the GLBT community working along side of trained Risk Reduction Specialists. For more information contact Sonny Blake @ 214-522-8600 Ext. 236

Solution on page 33

Across
1 “... is ___ itself” (Eleanor’s husband)
5 Animals that spit
11 Where to take your first mate
14 Spinalot writer Eric
15 First aid antiseptic
16 Boater’s paddle
17 With 18-Across, The Prime of Miss ___ (movie that Rod wrote a song for)
18 See 17-Across
19 Road atlas abbr.
20 About to happen
22 Billy Douglas, in One Life to Live
23 Singer that Rod wrote the “A Man Alone” album for
28 Book jacket promos
31 Stick on
32 “___ On Down the Road” (tune from The Wiz)
33 Some A-List gays
34 Lesbian opponent of Wade
37 Church feature
40 Releases from the closet, e.g.
42 Connoisseur Allen
43 Throng of people
45 Grace
46 Draw back
48 Cannot bear
50 A Boy Named ___ (musical for which Rod got an Oscar nomination)
53 What opera singers put on?
54 Backfield exchange
58 NBC sketch source
59 Late great poet and songwriter Rod
63 Rod wrote “If You Go Away” based one of his songs
64 A male model may have a big one
65 Gingersnap, e.g.
66 Legendary Himalayan
67 Get hard
68 Loom
69 Old sitcom with Jodie

Down
1 South Seas island group
2 Rice’s East of ___
3 “What a shame”
4 Without a certain Broadway play?
5 Many October babies
6 Two Women star
7 Much ___ About Nothing
8 STINKBUG Start of a life crisis?
9 Feminist folk singer DiFranco
10 Get a load of
11 Deep penetration symptom?
12 Enjoyer of Stephen Pyles
13 Gladiator area
21 Heavenly body
22 Tic ___ (sometimes fruit mint)
24 Toto’s home st.
25 Got to second base, perhaps
26 “How can ___?”
27 Tammany Tiger creator
28 Rupert Everett’s The Next ___ Thing
29 Until all hours
30 Where the lemon is the main fruit
33 Twill fabric
35 S&M response
36 Cigar butt
38 Dr. on TV
39 My Life in High Heels autobiographer Anderson
41 Reliable supporters
42 Young lady coming out
44 Extended credit
47 B&O et al.
48 Former TV host’s new channel
49 Big beer buys
50 Big beer buys
51 Swinger’s joint?
52 River through Köln
53 A Boy Named ___ (musical for which Rod got an Oscar nomination)
54 Backfield exchange
56 Bite it
57 Salty white stuff from the Greeks
58 NBC sketch source
59 At&T rival
60 End of many a web address
61 Keystone lawman
62 Ho’s instrument
Dallas Theater Center

2015-2016 SEASON

SEASON SUBSCRIPTIONS NOW ON SALE FOR AS LITTLE AS $126!

DREAMGIRLS

ROMEO AND JULIET

ALL THE WAY

WORLD PREMIERE

MOONSHINE: THAT HEE HAW MUSICAL

THE MOUNTAINTOP

WORLD PREMIERE

CLARKSTON

WORLD PREMIERE

DEFERRED ACTION

HOLIDAY ADD-ON

A CHRISTMAS CAROL

SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR THE BEST SEATS AND PRICE!

DallasTheaterCenter.org  (214) 880-0202